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Large language models have stunned the world with their capabilities

4

Large models…

…can tackle new tasks simply from
natural language instructions.

(zero/few-shot learning)

…are predictably better
than smaller models.

(scaling laws)

…are spawning an ecosystem
of start-ups/projects.

(before public launch, GPT-3 was 
generating >5 billion words per day ;  
it took 5 days for ChatGPT to reach  

1 M users)

BigScience
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Just write 
what you 

want ! 

An	Instagram	ad	for	Atmosphere	resort,	a	luxury	hotel	on	Apo	island	in	the	Philippines	with	
world-class	diving.	
	

Atmosphere	has	just	opened	its	doors	and	is	now	ready	to	offer	an	unparalleled	experience	in	
luxurious,	private	villas.	While	the	resort’s	restaurant	is	world-class,	the	real	star	of	the	show	is	the	
ocean	itself.	With	five	stunning	dive	sites	around	the	island,	there’s	no	better	way	to	enjoy	a	
vacation	than	with	scuba	diving.	Check	out	some	of	our	most	recent	Instagram	posts	below	and	
get	ready	to	be	immersed	in	paradise!	

Automatic text 
generation 

Using Muse API   
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Foundation models
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🔎✍ 📊

💾Broad, high-quality data creation/curation

🧠Foundation Model

extreme-scale training

adaptation

Varied end-task applications

One “universal” reference 
architecture, the Transformer

(one approach, one codebase, one set of optimizations)
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✍ With the generated text

free-form text generation
guided text generation
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📊 With the model embeddings

contextual representation
similarity, search, etc.

features for ML pipeline.

The Transformer, a NLP powerhouse: text representation



The different ways to use a Transformer
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🔘 With the likelihoods

classification
question answering

constrained completion
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🏋 Large-scale distributed training is extremely demanding hardware-wise:

📈 To achieve the full potential of these systems, we need a scalable and efficient codebase:

3D parallelism

data parallelism
with DeepSpeed ZeRO sharding

pipeline parallelism
with DeepSpeed

tensor parallelism
with Megatron

across nodes

A100
state-of-the art

compute

InfiniBand
state-of-the art
interconnect

x100s
highly 

distributed

for large runs, 128-1536 A100s
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It’s all about data curation & quality

12

🔎✍ 📊

💾Broad, high-quality data creation/curation

🧠Foundation Model

extreme-scale training

adaptation

Varied end-task applications

The key to training good language models!
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CommonCrawl: public web data, 
200TB/2-3 months.

🚀 For a model like GPT-3, we only need unsupervised data: it’s plenty available.

⚙ Technical: wikipedia, paper repositories (arXiv), patents, etc.

🕸 Curated crawls from link repositories. Reddit, HackerNews, etc.

📚 Books (public e-books). Gutenberg, etc.

💬 Conversational: subtitles, podcasts, forums, etc.

🏛 Governmental open-data.

👀 Overall, two types of data:

bulk data

🧱
easily acquired from the web

curated data

✨
requires specific sources

split 50/50
 in our datasets

Select only CC data similar to Wikipedia data
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❤ With LightOn LLMs, our customers are…

…accelerating & scaling language assessment:

students standardized test
🔘

Select language assessment

client expertise
+ 🤹 skill

and much more!

…helping writers optimize their content for the web:

engagement optimization score

steerable generation

✍

Create optimized content

client expertise
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Optimizing private models 

15

Search Engine Optimization / e-commerce   
Describe products in such a way to optimize a given business metric 
-  Search engine referencing
-  Click-through rate   keywords 

LLM
!

optimized 
text  

metrics

fine-tuned LLM

reinforcement 
learning 

! 
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🗺 We develop our own large language models beyond English:

Arabic, French, Italian, Spanish, German and English

co-developed with in Abu Dhabi

🧠 Powerful primitives to tackle any natural language tasks:

🤹 Customizable skills for advanced tasks: chatbot, summarization, sentiment analysis, etc.

💥 New set of state-of-the-art multilingual models in the next few weeks 
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🕶 We focus on the Enterprise market with private LLMs, deployed and fine-tuned on the client 
infrastructure and data : Prompts are used to improve their own model, not OpenAI’s
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